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, GSR/CA/E filt Subject refer'red to in this
document is Oleksander M. PIDSUKHA2.

CSR/CA
4 D.O.B.	 16 Oct. 1918

P.O.B.	 Nizhylovychi, Kiev Oblast
3. Occupation:	 Literary mat'-and

SR/CA	 L _=3 ‹fC. teacher
Was editor of

4. . Dnipro 1953-58

SR/COP/SA Attached report submitted by
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/ 1. During his sojourn in NEW YORK Subject met on	 r 1963 at
22.1 bra on corner of 67 th St and 3rd Ave KOSTIUK,Vykola, OVYTSKYI Valentin,
an(PETAKHIV,Eugen (the latter joined them about ten minutes later) and f am there
they all went in a taxi to NOVYTSKYI I S house where they were treated with drinks
and snacks till 05.00 hrs next morning.

On 2 Apr 1963 STAKHIV met Subject as pre-arrahged on the corner of 68th
St and 3rd Ave and at 13.15hrs both went from there to the Public Library where
Subject was introduced to ILNYTSKY,Roman.

At 14.00 bra Subject and STAKHIV left MYROSLAVA'S house where Subject
expected to meet some more Ukrainian emigree writers and poets. The latter were his
main object of interest and he was somewhat disappointed after in My/ 4 s house turned
out only BOICHUK and ZNAENKO. Subject was also told that he was going to be introduced
to KRAVTSIV,Bogdan but the latter did not arrive in time. Subject was in hurry
and left Mlyr's house at 15.30 hrs.

From Nyr t s house he was brought in Myr l s car to 78th St and 3rd Ave.
He told 1Vroalava that he was leaving by plane same evening at 18.00 hrs for
LONDON where he was scheduled to stay for one month. Nevertheless, be made some
indication in the car that he would postpone his departure from NEW lork for
another day for the purpose of meeting some more Ukrainian writers and poets
but not upoliticians".

Fram LONDON Subject was supposed to go for another month to PARIS and
then leave forKIEV.
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Topics discussed with.and commented by Subject in N's house 

1. The =pose of S's visit to Cangdaand the Stateg, Subject came to
Canada to get fsmiliar with Canadian and above all Ukrainian Canadian literature
and its main representatives meaning also University Professors of Slavistice and
of Ukrainian in particular. His trip to the States was facultative in the sense
that it was dependable on American Visa and was not included in his primary
sohedule.

Subject was quite satisfied with his trip to Canada and mentioned quite
a few persons he met there. He enumerated Prof LUTSKYI,YUZYK,YAR-SLAVUTYCH
RUDNYTSKYI,ANDRUSYSEYN.

In NEW YORK Subject wanted to see among others BARIU,SHEVELOV,LESICH,
MALANIUK. In particular he mentioned several times BARKA and NALANIUK.
On the other hand id not show much interest in HUMENNA.

According to Subject he was taking advantage of a UNESCO-grant which
provided a study-trip for a Ukrainian writer or poet not older than 46 years.
Since Subject will be 46 next year he decided to vtlunteer "before he get old".

When asked how to explain his completely free behaviour in the West,
moreover in comparison with other Says incl. for example HONCHAR or VIRSKYI,
who were very mush restricted in their movements, Subject replied that in latter's
(VIRSKII'S ) ease probably emigration itself was responsible because there were
some demonstration and attacks aginst the Ensemble. As to HONCHAR and other
official delegations pile explained, tkmt their official +meter (contrary to his
mat which *es private and connected not with a Soviet but UNE= arrangement)
was influential "on their perhaps more cautious attitude". When pressed on this
point Subject stressed that he himself enjoyed full freedommoobo4y was watching
him,and that "old times in this respect completely vanished".

2. Stalinismithaw.eventual return of old practices. Subject admitted that
he had not yet read KHRUSHCHEV'S speech of 8 March 1963 and was somewhat odt of tough
with latest Soviet press. Neverthelessphe was dead sure that any return of Stalinism,
In any form was impossible. The process of destalinization might have some zigzags
and will be a long one but there could be no doubt that it will be finally
implemented "to the roots".

In Subject's opinion some so called new phenomena of neo-staliniam as
the emigration used to describe them, were completely distorted and one-sidedly
judged in the West. The litter ,and above all the emigration itself, would like
to see in the Soviet press and public opinion only extremely negative criticism
of everything what was going on in the Soviet Union. Any positive approach or
appraisal of one or another phenomenon in the past or even in the present - was
being considered by the West as a portent of a neo-Stalinism4 This was ,however, not
true because freedom of thought and discussion which surely existed now for many
years in the Soviet I meant not exclustvtlyAcriticizing of the Soviet reality but
alsotts defense. In this field freedom must exist for both.

Subject himself was against those who "criticize" for sake df criticizing
and always tried to see "both sided. As to SjIalinism, he fully admitted its

•excesses and victims, and the awareness of this past in people"s mind was the
best garantee against any Stalinist tendencies it the present and in the future.



3. 141myt4a and Stalinist Purges, Subject denied in the beginning the fact
that in VInnyttia had been massacred in 1937 Ukrainian peasants. He said he knew
that in 1937 there were great purges of Ukrainian coin: unist party,of intelligentia and
of officers corps in the Soviet Army. He also knew that many peasants were deported
and therefore he could not believe that they had been also shot. When countered
with a convincing argument of N ( a relative of N recognized his father in Vinnytsia-
graves) Subject replie4 'Nell, I didn't know that. 1936-1937 were most tragic years
for our Ukrainian nation,"

ACcording to Subject Ukrainian emigrees stressed too much in their
propaganda the Ukrainian victtims of Stalinism. In his opinion one shpuld talk also
about Byelorussians,Gaortians, Armenians and even Russians. The latter did also suffer
fram Stalinism, though as he admitted to a much lesser degree than non.-RnsA.ans.

44 The Future of the Ukraine. To Subject - an assimilation of Ukrainians
through amalgamation with Russians - was absolutely non-sensical. He denied the
22-nd Congress of Che CPSU pretended to achieve it simultanaeouely with construction
of communism in the Soviet Union. In his opiniotjust on the contrary, the 22nd
Congress emphasized the necessity of further strengthening of national cultures
and economic rights of non-Russian republics.

Ukrainiaation was progressing and Subject was quite optimistic about it.
Tile fight for it at every step" were his words, "and we have great achievements".
" Stalinism made deep negative inroads into our people and the war agglomerated
them". He pointed to the fact that immediately after the war the main problem
was to sustain economic recovery of the country. The emigrants had no idea of
the ruins the war brought about in the Ukraine. When Subject came to POLTAVA with
his :life in 1944 the city was one big ruin. (His wife stemmed from POLTAVA).
To-day the city is rebuilt and radiates with prosperity.
After economic revery folbwed "Ocrainization" whichzathered momentum after Stalin's
death. In 1944-45 Subject when liberating the Ukraine with the Soviet Army
met Ukrainian villages called at that time in Russian : Kalinovka,Grechanovka and
others. The people were living in dug-outs. "Thus „before changing the names of these
villages into Kalynivka and Hrechanivka, we had to get people out of their dug-outs.
And we did it, without anybody's help. To-day ,the people are livinf in normal
houses and the villages are called Kalynivkas and Hrechanivkas%

When asked to specify who are those people fighting for Ukrainization
he replied he meant his colLegues,Ukrainian writers ,poets and intelligentsia in
general. When asked what about the government of the Ukrainian SSR and the party,
he refused to answer it directly and began to talk about lack of proper action
for Ukrainization of some Ukrainians • He stressed that nobody forced nowadays
Ukraini91ns to speak Russian but still many P khakhols" prefer to use Russian
instead-Ukrainian. On the other hand one should not bend over the Ukrainization itself.
"Too much Ukrainization at once - could be harmful/. " He pointed out that at the
present he was not controlled by anybody as to ghat he was doing. And he thought
this will remain so. He implied that one had to be careful and modest, this was the
best garantee of further progress.

Russification of the Ukraine was grossly exaggerated ap emigration.
Ukrainian potential,languagepliterature and culture are getting stronger and have
all chances4orfurther development. At one point,he mentioned ,that what Ukrainians
lacked „were geniuses - in literature, science,music and all fields of human
life. And as soon as they will produce them hobody and nothing can hold their
full emancipation as the nation of the Soviet Unionl really only second to the
Rus-ians. In his opinionsnow is the time to emanate these giants of spirit and
he is hopeful that soonthey 411 came.



Russo-Ukrainian relations had been completely distorted by emigrants.
Russians helped Ukrainians to re-build the Ukraine after WW II. Thus, the Russian
Republic sent to the Ukraine industrial equipment, specialists, skilled workers,
and even cattle. Incidentally, this was also an explanation why there were
nowadays so many Russians in Ukrainian cities and industrial centers.

Subject rejected any idea of secession of the Ukraine from the Soviet Union. Russia
and other republics,but above all Russia, was the only ally of the Ukraine. Russia - in
his opinion - saved the Ukrainian people from German genocide and he thought it to
be suicidal for Ukrainians to break their ties with Bussians."There is no historical
perspective for that at the present and only after the danger of foreign threat
will vanish owe oldfthink about separation from the Soviet Union. " By foreign
threat Subject meant capitalist encirclement and consequently only after construction
of communism all over the world such accasion and eventual purposefulness would
arise.

According to Subject "they in the Ukraine" are fighting now for re-introductioi•
of Leninist princillles into Soviet nationalities policy. If Lenin had lived ten
years longer he would never admit what Stalin did. The situation would have been
completely different and there had been no talk about Ukrainization or Russification
nowadays. Stalin was the greatest Russifier.

The process of Ukrainization was not limited only to intelligentsia * Even
working class in such predominantly Russiiied areas as DONBAS had been deeply
touched by it in recent years. As an example,Suhkect pointed out that only last
summer he and his collegues had 29 recital-evenings of their works in 17 days
in ZAPOROZBIA* They were heartily welcomed by workers and many thanked them with
tears in their eyes for getting Ukrainian word to their plants. Subject stressed
that there was nothing more satisflither,ban a hand-shake of appreciation of a
simple worker who sometimes even used RUssia3141.1111111 but thanked for Ukrainian
words. Subject experienced that several times himself.

The same could be said about the Soviet Army. It was not to such a degree
an instrument of Russification as it had been before. Ukrainians who serve nowadays
with the Army are no longer low educated people who would see in Russian something
better and higher. Ukrainian youth knows its natiorm3ity and is much more
impervious to Russification than before WW II.

Last year Subject participated in a group of Ukrainian writers and poets who read
their works to Soviet•Army units all over the Ukraine. He travelled with it from
Crimea up to Polish-Byelorussian border and they delivered quite a few recitals
also to Border-guards. Subject stressed that he and his coMagues read their poems
in Ukrainians and met eat there many Ukrainians who were very grateful for thidir
visitiLlo the army-camps. Subject went as far in the North as BREST LITOVSK*

As to Ukrainian Army Subject thought there was need for a separate one
moreover that they all were now for full disarmament and liquidation of all armies.

When %said something to the effect that he would like to sea the Ukrainian/
Republic in similar relationship to Russia as Canada was to Great Britain,Subject
replied that he was against it because 75% of Canadian resources were being
diverted to British national income. N pointed out that the Ukraine were in a even
worse position and asked what happened to 22 mil 0 tons of steel produced in the
Ukraine last year taking into consideration that the Ukrainian Republic could have
mostly used 5 miloton for herself. Subject replied that the Ukraine had to exchange
it with other Republica for eliber ,products ,and as an example he cited the fact that



in exchange for pipes delivered to Russian and other Republics,the Ukraine were
receiving oil from Caucasus.

All the time Subject stressed the priority of economic ceconstruction of the
Ukraine which to him seemed to be a prerequisite for further cultural and
political development. He pradly talked about Kiev-Metro which will go over
Dniepr-River (and not underneath as originally planned), construction of new
buildings, electrification of villages etc. incl. heavy industry.

The Ukraine is a state and emigrants make big mistake by denying it. They
deprkve themdelves of a very important argument against the enemies of the Ukrainian
people. On the other hand pin his opinion, there was no need for separate
diplomatic reptesantation of the Ukrainian MR. "We don't want it because the Soviet
Union represents all Republics." If Ukrainian Republic would get her separate
diplomatic representations that such should be given also to the Russian Federation.
When pressed more on this point he simply tried to skid the topic by exclaiming
that neither Mongolia nor Bulgaria could be compared with Ukrainian Republic
as to the latter(s importance in the socialist block.

5. "Tathers and sons". In the beginning Subject refused to admit any existence
of sptch division in the party or in the literature. When pinned to the facts
replied that there was only enatural discussion" of various trends in the
party andAn the literature which were being again distorted and accentuated
by the Western propaganda. He • reiterated his old theory about freedom of
expression for both old and young or ueonservativer_ and niberaLt .He also
stressed that the process of destalinization will be a long one and could not be
rushed. It has to be outrooted but it would be a mistake to prevent other trends
than "liberal ones" to come to the fore. Emigrants make a grave mistake by
identifying "real freedom of expression!' with a return to pro-Stalinist course.

Subject was unwilling to specify who were "fathers " and "sans" in the
party and instead tinned to the literary field. Above all he stressed that
in the present Ukrainian literature there were three and not two generations,
old ,middle, and young. To the old one he counted RUSEir,TYCHYNA,SOSIURA and their
collegues, to the middle one: himself,D1YTERK0 and others of same age-group,
to the young: DRACH,VIRBRANOVSKYI,KOSTENKO and the rest.

In Subject's opinion it was not true that there were any basic conflicts
and misunderstandings between these groups. In this respect there was much
misinterpretation on the part of emigration. As an edample he citsd,the fact that
"Suchasnist" had written at one time that Subject was the one wteeto put obstacles
to the young oollegues. But this was not true because just during the time of
his chief-editorship in "Dnipro" he introduced many a young author into modern
literature.

ha
On the other

nd
 oe admitted, some of his yorreer collgues went too far in their

search for originality and popularity and tried to eikdtate themselves by
reptdiating and neglbcting mkmt much of what their more experienced collegues had
achieved. But he would mainly described it to the youngish over-zeal.
This is understood so by old and middle generations and no OM is going to harm
therefore the youngesto Just on the contrary. They will strVive and rise to
giants availing themselves also of the help of their elderly comrades°
In Subject's opinion too many people in the Ukraine and in particular abroad paid
too much attention to the young generation.of Ukrainian poets and writers and
as a result perhaps even spoiled them. They did not deserve all the big ado
about them• Moreover, that parallling eXtollabttnof young and "neglect" of old



was objectively unjustified and harabl to relattonship of different generations.

These phenomena took place also in' Russian literature. Some Russian
writers wept even so far as to commit deeds incompatible with the moral code of
a Soviet writer/. As an e*ample he cited PASTERNAK. The latter was a very
conceited and presupptiMMO man who did not even appear at the session at which
his work was to be discussed. In his vanity and in drive for cheep foreign
popularity PASTERNAK smuggled his "Dr Zhevago" abroad instead of trying to find an
alternative Soviet publisher. He was an egotist, and as such did care for
nothing but his own "originality". For that he had to suffer.
Contrary to PASTERNAK, DUDINTSEV was a different type. He did not give 'up after the
first publisher refused his "Not by Bread alone" and finally it was published
in the Soviet Union.
Incidentally, Subject was of a low opinion about PASTERNAK as awriter. abject thought
PASTERNAK was above all a poet.

Subject also approved recent critique of EVTUSHENKO. In his opinion
EVTUSHENKO was wrong when he did not mention in his "Babiy Yar n many Ukrainians
and Russians who also perished with Jews. Besides, EgTUSHENKO is one of those
who ran in lave in themselves and got dizzy from cheap popularity.

6. Ukrainian emigration. According to Subject there are three categories
of emigrants. The first one consists of honest and simple people who have landed
abroad accidentally ,mostly as very young individuals for gibly brought to Germany
and then emigrated to Canda and the States. This was the most positive element
and one that could supply candidates for return home.

The second category entails people like KA & St. He thought they were
looking for a new approach to the Soviet Ukrainian reality and for maintaining
contacts with petiole at home. He was not going to elaborate too much on that
group and switched over to the third one.

The latter included worst elements of the emigration. These were former
colaborators of Germans t fashists, fanatic nationalists who could not return home.

7. Ukrainian professors abroadAavisticea and Soviet Ukrainian Litereure. 
Not only mass-emigration but also its intellectual elite has little understanding
of processes and events that took place in the Ukraine in recent years and continue.
to judge Soviet reality by all biased standards and cliches. A better and more
objective study of the develppments in the Ukraine nowadays is a must for Ukrainian
scholars abroad if they want to sustain their pretensions to knowledgeability of
Soviet reality.

Subject reproached Ukrainian scholars and writers Kama abroad for
discrimination against the Soviet Ukrainian literature. He mentioned the fact that
in an anthology of Ukrainian poetry published in Canada they omitted practically
Soviet Ukrainian literature and therefore were unwilling to show him this publi-
cation. Subject pointed out that Russian emigree scholars and literary men devote
proper attention and space to Russian Soviet literature, lecture about it and
put it forward in the West. In his opinion Ukrainian emigrees should do the same
because it is in the interest of Kiev and the emigration as well. He stressed his
pretentions in particular against Ukrainian lecturers at Canadian universities.

Ukrainian emigres scholars pay Kim too much tiportance 402 the other
hand to quantity of individual Ukrainian publications in KIEV,in particular to those
of ypung poets and writers. They charged Kiev with small quantities of Ukrainian



publications as contrary to Russian ones appearing in Much larger volume. Subject)
thought this was not true because as seon as a book turned out to be popular
next edition appeared incording to denand for it. The same praotioe was with
Russian publicationa.

with the fact that even Ukrainian films abroad were sent in Russian synchronization, I
that majority of books and records were sent in Russian and there was an obvious 	 I
dis	 .,tion against Ukrainian, Subject replied that 	 igrants should do the same

a8fing in the Ukraine : protest. The emigration should protest against
all kinds of discrimination against Ukrainian and Ukrainians. They should o
exemple.. ,:ba,, '"Four_Continente_end demand there„more Ukrainian books, write to QAT

-about-It, 'write in their press,

9. Wtural eiwhange and contacta with emigration. Subject was for
cultural exchange and for contacts with emigration. They have ,however, to be
established on more official and formal basis ,otherwise they won't be successful.
Be meant by that official contacts between universities, scientific and literapy
institutions ,with an approved official status. Discasing "The Round Table" in
New York Subject did not think it to beauthoritative n enough to (meter into
relationship with one or another Ukrainian organization in the Ukraine.

Subject recommended to send all kind of non-political literature to
the Union of Ukrainian Writers and to private addresses and assured that it will•
be delivered. Only evidently anti-Soviet political books and newspapers will be
confiscated. When asked to send Soviet literature abroad Subject replied that they
all in the Ukraine were very busy with their own problems and the best way was simply
to order it in advance brough firms like "The Four Continents".

When N mentioned that he was proposing at one time to invite eventually
Soviet poets and writers to the celebration of Shevchenko anniversary in the States
but then discarded the idea as utopian, Subject assured him that this was not
unrealistic and that such invitation might have been accepted in Kiev.

On this occasion the discussion switched over to eventual arrangments
of cultural contacts in the future and Subject suggested to invite in the future
a group of Ukrainian Soviet writers and poets on behalf of Candian or American
Universities and literary organization to visit and to give lectures in those
countries. As candidates he meoned representatives of all

lirary	
t

of ukraian literary men : RYLSKYI from the old, Subject himselWamARtil nsni ddle,
and KOSTENKO or somebody else from the young.
The best occasion would be Shevehenko's celebrations in 1964 in the States and all
above mentioned would surely find time *o celebrate this great 4 anniversary together
with emigrants.

!Ject saw the monuments of Shevchenko in Canada and was of a very lowu
opinion abou According to him the emigration makes always a peasant and old
tired man out of the Great Poet. He deserved better and he thought that Sheychenkols
monument in KHARKOV was so far the best. Only projected new monument in MOSCOW
which will be built soon 	 could beat the Kharkov-one.

8. Russification a4 emigree activities. When Subject was charged
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10. atelgea=mtaLu'eab....DAL Subject thought he was quite familiar with
it by now but showed no particular interest in any sort of modernisms. He also
thought that there was no need to translate Ukrainian poets and writers (also the
Soviet ones) into foreign languages but instead improve the publications in Ukrainian.
He emma again appealed for closer touch with Soviet literature. He was not very
hopeful in this respect about old emigree poets and writers but thought the young
generation should be more susceptible to "new orientation towards Homeland".

11. 4AUSHCHEV. According to Subject KHRUSHCHEV was not responsible fo what
had done Stalin. When pressed with facts as to Khrushohev's role in the Ukraine
at Stalin's time, Subject commented that "everyone had to save his awn life" and
switched to another topic. He was unwilling to elaborate on Khrushchev's potition in
the Kremlin, anti-party group etc. He only reiterated old phrases about peoples'
support for KHrusbohev and that"Khrushchev listened attentively to CC and the
massed

12. UPA. "Young Guard".Vershvborao St. asked Subject why the Soviet Ukrainian
goverhment did not rehabilitate those UPA-members who fought against Germanslas
it did Polish government	 regard to AK. Subject wanted to know on whose side
they fought and mentioned "Young Guard". St. pointed out that the lattervor at least
many of its members were contemplating paining Ukrainian underground at that time.

1kob4Heiya1so Vershyhora and Subject confirmed that Versb. shortly died. He assured that
"-------Versh. had had no trouble because of his contacts with Ukrainian nationalists

during the war ,some time ago he went to Moldavia and% there died.
In general Subject was not keen on continueing this topic.

13. Vinnichenko's Archive. When K. mentioned attack of BAZHAN against
Vinnichenko Subject did not comment. K. continued to praise Vin.as a great Ukrainian
socialist thinker and writer and said that his archives sire in kamtaa France.
Subject became suddenly interested and asked why not to send these archives to
Kiev instead of making just photocopiesoeLindividual documents which would interest
his collegues • K and N explained tridAttlfs wife's testimony these archives
could be returned to the Ukraine only iT and when a free and objective study of
them were dfanted in that country, In other words, not before the Ukrdne becomes
really independent and free statee

14. West Ukraine. In Subject's opinion the difference between West and
East Ukraine was praoticalLy disappearing. He appraised it veyy positivt- and saw
a mutual interaction of both parts of the Ukraine which should turned out
in favour of Ukrainian people in the lone rum. He did not want to specify what he
meant in particular"

15. Poreign affairs. Subject omitted quite keenly international politics.
When asked about Chino-Russian relations he skipped the question. Again when
asked whether he approved Khrushchev's adventure in Cuba and in particular whether
it was in Ukrainian interest to sustain Castro's regime, Subject kept silent.
He only murmered something to the effect that this was not that simpla.

16. Germanal reputation in the Ukraine,  Subject stressed the fact that
in the Ukraine nowadays still the anti-German sentiments were very deep and
running high. The Ukrainian people could not forget what Germans did to the
Ukraine twice in the 2oth century.



17. Tazpetinas" and "Wishes", K conveyed through Subject his best
greetings to his friends in the Ukrainefamong them to : KORNIYCHUK,KOPYT vale/4r-
( K. told later N. that in 1937 K. was definitely anti-Russian and anti- 	 ),
and thers. N , sent his greetings to O.PITTSIA who he met in Rome during the
Olympic Games,

Stbject promised not only to convey their greetings but also tell
exactly his friends what were his hosts' wishes ,and what he saw & heard
abroad.

18. "Ideolopicardefectla . of a Ukrainian nationalist in Canada. Subject
mentioned that in Canada he found some Ukrainian nationalists, who were quite
depressed and pessimistic 'about their future abroad. As an example he read
exaerpts from a letter which he claimed was written to him by one of those
disappointed in nationalists. Tha author of the letter allegedly had left the
Ukraine when he was 14 years old and thanked Subject for"opening him his eyesk now.
He also promiseeto do something for the Ukraine together with professore but if he
should fail he wonld not feel now too unhappy because Subject showed him the real
way to the Ukraine;
On this occasion Subject also read a poem of his dediliosted to a"Mrs Halyna 	 ,
In this poem Subject ridiculed petty-bourgeois i mage of a Ukrainian Canadian woman,

19. Subject tbok the book "Slovo" with him. The English book " Stalin's
Rule in the Ukraine " by K, Subject looked through but didn't want to keep
commenting that "who could read English among my friends in Kiev ?".

20. Subject mentioned that LAVRINENKO wrote something against Subject but,
as usually, he was not right. He cited it as a proof that emigrants did not know
what was actually going on in the Ukraine.

21. Subject said that he knew KYZIA personally and considered him to be
Ukrainian. CLZIA finishes now his thesis ( PhD) on htstmx)rx some historical tppic.
During the was KYZIA served with Behma l s aJRan-units. When St commented that
Kyzia had some difficulty with Ukrainian 	 in his speeches in New York, Subject
did not answer.

22o Subject criticized very strongly "A Diary" by Lubchenko describing the
latter as a slanderer. Subject =mut asserted that Lubchenko wrote such a bad work
about the Soviet system because he was not given "all the medals that other had
received".

23, When St and K described ILICHEV as a neo-Stalinist ,Subject did not

244 The role of Ukrainia* in mo§powl, The influence and role of Ukrainians.
in the party and higher administration in Moscow is quite significant and this is
one of ways to elevate Ukrainian potential in the Ukraine itself. The emigration
is not aware of it and cannot appraise it properly. When asked to specify on the
topic ,Subject replied only: "Don't forget we have also our ministers in Moscow
and they are Ukrainians".

denyo
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Tonics discussed on 2 Ayr 1963. 

1. E4poun1jars wiV1 emigrivaks Subject expressed his dissatisfaction with
elderly generation and claimed to be interested from now on in ypunger people.
He was also disappointed he could not meet more writers and poets and instead
had met too many politicians, After meeting with ILNYTSKY Subject described the
former as Athat politicizing librarian". Subject was fed up with politics and
complained that whereever he went he met same questions and attacks against
Russifications denationalization, discremination aso.

2. 4rainian literature. Subject stressed agin that there was a great
revival of Ukrainian Soviet literature and he himself and his collegues had full
hands to do"writing and creating".

He rejected any idea of eventual persecution of the ypung group and repeated
his old statement that they will grow to giants.

When Z. mentioned MIURA, Subject assured that nothing wrong happened to
the former, he was only sent for medical cure and now was creating again.
DZIUBA I S cure lasted two months

worth it. MantUrnegagekitallizelorpiratigrisdigaeqoaltRagYththg
prevented premium-grant to KORNIXCHUK.

Subject described socialist realism as ageneral framework and goal obligatory
for all more or less but stressed that it left great range for individualistic
methodic s.

Subject admitted that Ukrainian dramatic art was now rather weak.

3. azalgjallanguage.Subject complained that they had in the Ukraine same
problem with Tficlialnia—iias-h6-iiit it abroad. They have to fight for purity and
literariness of Ukrainian. On this occasion he complained about "archaic Ukrainian"
used by some Canadian and bollemax American papers.

4. Subject asked St whether St and N were journalists. Subject claimed
he did not knowAteither SHEVCHENKO from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Kim no
TANKINA.

5. Subject praised very highly DOVZHENKO ,in particular his " Enchanted
Deane-River". On the way from Is house he mentioned that BOICHUK did not like
"Enchanted Desna-River" and he himself (Subject) wept the whole night when read it.

6. Subject stressed that he wanted to see SHEVELOV and when asked whether
he knew SHEWHENKO wanted to know which one. He was told about Igor SHEVCHENKO wham
he seemed not to know of.

7. Subject seemed to be very tired and was much less enthusiastic than on
previous day. As to eventual return of Stalinism, drive against"ypung generation" etc.
he repeated his old statements and begged not to talk about politics with which he
simply felt fed up.

8. Subject took no books but looked through some of them he saw in the smoce
book-case. He said that many books he received f om emigrants he had already sent
home.



le In talks with ST,K,N,M and others in NEW YORK ,Subject stated that
he was born in 1918 in Kiev-oblastphis father was a poor blacksmith who died from
qm$111 pox when Subject was 1 year old, 1937 Subject graduated from Mining
Engineering Institute in STALINO, married, his wife stemmed from POLTAVA, two
children, during the way served with the Army but had nothing to do with partiz us,
was awarded several medals but did not specify what and for what, took part
in battles on the South-Eastern Ukrainian Front .In 1950's worked as editor of
"DNIPRO"-magazine, gave it up in 1958 in order to have more time or his
poetry, VYSHNIA was the writer who had the greatest impact on Subject and wham
he considered "his formative and directing light". Subject described himself as
poett editorpliterary man and teacher.

20 According to Canadian Ukrainian paper "Ukrainian Word" of 27 Feb 1963
Subject was born on 16 October 1918 in NIZHYLOVICHI,Kiev-oblastograduated from
Pedagogical Institute of Foreign Langwiges in KHARKOV, 1939-1941 worked as
lecturer at Industrial Institute in DONETSK, 1941-1945 served with Soviet Army and
was awarded ordens and medals. After demobilization worked as lecturer at
Pedagogical Institute in KIEV. 1953-1958 employed as editor of Muipro"-journa in
KIEV.

1948 appeared his first book of poetry. His work "P oliska TrYlogia" could
be considered as authobiographic.

The purpose of Subject's visit to Canada was to get familiar and study
present Canadian poetry in English,French and Ukrainian, meet Canadian poets
in TORONTOIVINNIPEG,SASKATUNIEDMONTON,VANCOUVER,CALGARY,REGINA,MONTREAL,QUEBEC
and HALIFAX and collect materials for Anthology of Canadian poets which will be
published in the Soviet Unionsmore precisely in the Ukraine.
Subject came to Canada on a cultural exchange scheme of UNESCO.

3. According to our Sources in NEW YORK Subject is a dynamic, energetic
individual , na man of European culture", self-controlled, well poised, very
observant and alertoelfassured but not arrogant. Well read in Western literature.
Subject knows how to skip "unpleasant questions" and hold initiative in his hand.
Of average intelligence but skilled in dialectics.

Subject behaved demonstratively freely, stressed lack of any control
as to his movementspand presenten it as the proof of new atmosphere in Soviet
Ukraine.

Politically - Ukrainian communist, great patriot of Ukrainian culture
and language t ready and willing to fight for his people, but at the same time .
identifying the interests of his nation with that of communish Soviet systram and
consequently orientated pro-Russian. In brief; national Communist in culturepand
loyal Soviet in politics. At least this is what he pretends to be.

In the present set-up of colliding ideological tendencies his political
profile could be construed as middle of the road with preference for revised and
tempered moderate "conservatism".



One of Subjects methods to escape embarrasine questions seemed to be
getting somewhat emotional and recite his own poems. Than when pressed on
the status of Ukrainin language in the Soviet Union ,Subject finally started
to read his own rather patriotic poem "Language". The same happened when Subject
was asked some Unpleasant questions about Lenin's nationalities policy. He
replied with his poem about Bin* Volodimir Moho

D. VpRETENCHENKOof Detro*. When in Canada Subject expressed the wish
to see eventually his friend or good acquaintance VERETEMBEEKO. Our Source
visited VEMETENCHENKO whe claimed to knew little about Subject and remembered
only his first anthology from war-period. Ver. did not know about Subjects
sojourn in Canada and the news about Subject's willingness to see him received
rather coldly.

Ver0 himself is little interested in Ukrainian activities.Only his wife
ate	 iches in Ukrainin School in Detroit.


